Activity Worksheet
When you were in school, it was always nice to get a little help with your homework. We
understand that, so we’ve provided some help. Use this worksheet to guide your thinking as
you complete the homework assignment for this week.

Activity: Write Your Personal Mission Statement
A great first step toward building your legacy is identifying your purpose. That’s
where creating your personal mission statement comes in. Use these forms to
identify your core values, your personality and the activities you enjoy. Once
you’ve gathered all this information, use it to create an initial draft of your
mission statement.
Step 1: Check the appropriate number of words from each list as directed.

1a

Core Values and Passions
What terms best describe the things that make you tick? What non-negotiables
represent your “compass” for finding purpose and meaning in life? (Choose 15)
oo Affirmation/Support

oo Family

oo Peace

oo Authenticity

oo Freedom

oo Perseverance/Endurance

oo Beauty

oo Generosity

oo Relationships

oo Benevolence

oo Grace

oo Respect

oo Communication

oo Gratitude

oo Responsibility

oo Community

oo Health

oo Sacrifice

oo Compassion

oo Hope

oo Security

oo Consistency

oo Humility

oo Self-Control/Discipline

oo Courage

oo Humor

oo Service

oo Courtesy

oo Integrity/Honesty

oo Teamwork

oo Creativity

oo Justice

oo Trustworthiness

oo Decisive

oo Kindness/Mercy

oo Vision

oo Education

oo Leadership

oo Wisdom

oo Empowerment

oo Love

oo Work

oo Enthusiasm

oo Loyalty

oo

oo Evangelism

oo Maturity

oo

oo Excellence

oo Ministry/Missions

oo

oo Faith

oo Patience

oo
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1b

Your Personality
Which terms best describe the different aspects of your personality? What
qualities really characterize who you are? (Choose 10)

1c

oo Adventurous

oo Flexible

oo Realistic

oo Athletic

oo Fun-loving

oo Reserved

oo Chaotic

oo Harmonious

oo Serious

oo Competitive

oo Introverted

oo Spontaneous

oo Connected

oo Motivated

oo Studious

oo Conservative

oo Optimistic

oo Tolerant

oo Detailed

oo Outgoing

oo

oo Dreamer

oo Physical

oo

oo Dynamic

oo Planner

oo

Your Activities
What activities mean a lot to you? Which activities enable you to bring your
core values to life? (Choose 10)
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oo Active

oo Leading

oo Speaking

oo Acting (Drama)

oo Mentoring

oo Studying

oo Collaborating

oo Music

oo Teaching

oo Connecting

oo Organizing

oo Working

oo Conversing

oo Planning

oo Writing

oo Correcting

oo Playing (Games)

oo

oo Encouraging

oo Reading

oo

oo Giving

oo Serving/Ministering

oo
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Step 2: Evaluate the words you checked in each category. For each set of words,
narrow down the lists as directed.

2a

Values and Passions
Of the 15 words you chose under Core Values and Passions, pick the
8 that are most true of you.

2b

1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

Your Personality
Of the 10 words you chose under Your Personality, pick the 5 that are most
true of you.
1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

2c

Your Activities
Of the 10 words you chose under Your Activities, pick the 5 that are
most true of you.
1.

4.

2.

5.

3.
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Step 3: You are almost done. Let’s narrow the lists down just a bit more.

3

Your Final List
Trim your final list down to your five primary core values, the two most
significant personality traits and your top three activities.
Values and Passions

Your Personality

Your Activities

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.
5.

Step 4: Now that you’ve identified who you are and what’s important to you, use
these concepts to write an initial draft of your personal mission statement.
Use the sample mission statement below to guide your thinking, but make
sure you express it in a way that is meaningful and unique to you.
Example: I am designed by God to elevate His name, encourage His body, enrich
my family and evangelize the world for His glory through my words, actions,
attitudes and gifts.

4

Your Personal Mission Statement
Write your initial draft below. Keep tweaking it over time until it’s just right!
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